STACKER COVER

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

CANVAS:
Yellow, Dark Blue, Beige, White, Orange, Admiral Navy, Rust, Sky Blue,
Burgundy, Grey, Maize, Off White, Navy, Brown, Black, Ocre, Mid Red,
Bright Red, Mid Blue, Emerald, Bottle Green, Lime Green, Lavender,
Cafe, Vanilla, Silver, Jade, Tirol, Dark Grey, Turquoise, Blue Tweed, Green
Tweed, Red Tweed, Black Tweed, Midnight Blue, Sapphire, Pink
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STACKER COVER

Adjustable batten pockets sewn
close to top so that water does not
accumulate in the cover when sail is
away in the cover

Zips with pairs of sliders to allow
reef lines to pass in and out of
cover and tie round the boom

Mast cover which closes up the
mast with a zip and under the
boom with fasteners

Our stacker covers are made in heavy weight

with standard short battened mainsails, however

acrylic canvas, the colour is optional. Over the past

work even better with fully battened mainsail.

5 seasons we have continuously developed and

The lazy jacks are a system of ropes forming a

improved our design to arrive at the optimum design.

guide from the boom to approximately 2/3rd of

The batten pocket is sewn close to the top so that

the way up the mast. This helps the handling

the cover is held open by the lazy jacks when the

of the mainsail when reefing or lowering the

mainsail is up, and when the cover is closed water

sail. The lazy jacks are required when a stacker

can not accumulate in the cover. Zips with pairs

cover is fitted as they support the top of the

of sliders can be fitted to each side of the cover

stacker cover. We can supply the lazy jacks as

to allow the reef lines to pass in and out of the

a kit to enable you to fit them yourself. Other

cover and tie around the boom. These covers work

colours may be available upon request.
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